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Completes comeback Sunday ...

Mets' Michael Conforto: Completes comeback Sunday
As of June 7, roughly 3.2 million people in the U.S. said they face eviction in the next two months, according to the U.S. Census Bureau’s Household Pulse Survey. Here’s the situation in Pennsylvania: ...

Explainer: Will Pennsylvania evictions spike despite rental help?
Michael Conforto cleared the center-field fence with a two-run homer, capping a methodical comeback and 7-6 victory over the Pirates at PNC Park. The Mets, who lost two of three games in the series ...

Michael Conforto saves Mets from total disaster vs. Pirates
The roles were reversed but for the second consecutive game, a six-run lead was blown and the Pittsburgh Pirates entered the bottom of the ninth inning trailing the New York Mets after a home run.

Michael Conforto's 9th-inning homer leads Mets to come back from 6-run deficit to top Pirates
The game seemed destined to be remembered for an egregious fielding mistake that handed the Pittsburgh Pirates three runs. Instead, the Mets will remember Sunday as one of their biggest comeback wins ...

Michael Conforto’s 9th-inning home run helps Mets overcome epic fielding blunder to stun Pirates
Furious arguments, abrupt decision changes, perpetual dismay and "anarchy and chaos" defined the finals days of the Trump administration, according to The Wall Street Journal's senior White House ...

'Anarchy and chaos': Michael Bender book describes turmoil in Trump White House
The Pittsburgh Pirates got on the board early against the New York Mets on Sunday in a wild play that resulted in three runs crossing the plate on a 1-foot hit.

Pirates' Kevin Newman hits 1-foot dribbler off Mets pitcher, chaotic play ensues
A Pennsylvania man who pled guilty to defrauding investors out of nearly $1.5 million has waived his right to appeal his 17-year sentence because that prison term fell within federal guidelines, a ...

3rd Circ. Tosses Appeal From $1.5M Pa. Investment Fraudster
Christian Carlson, Collin Frucci, Charlie Healey, Sam Healey, Ben Lines, Nate Salvucci (Hanover); Liam Collins, Griffin Drinkwater, Jayce Mellish, John Thompson ...

Patriot League rugby all-stars
Then-President Donald Trump told a number of his advisers in 2020 that whoever leaked information about his stay in the White House bunker during protests last June had committed treason and should be ...

Trump said whoever 'leaked' info on his White House bunker stay should be 'executed,' new book claims
But Igor Polenov hopes someone out there wants to settle someplace a little different: a doomsday bunker in the middle ... 2007 — was on sale for about $1.6 million. The real estate agent ...

In the market for a doomsday bunker? Alburgh has just the place.
(WHTM) — On This Week in Pennsylvania, Dennis Owens reports the latest in Pa. politics. On this week’s edition, Dennis recaps the various bills passed in Pa. legislature, Gov. Wolf’s ...

This Week in Pennsylvania: June 27 Pt. 1
Then-President Donald Trump told a number of his advisers in 2020 that whoever leaked information about his stay in the White House bunker during protests last June had committed treason ...

Trump wanted 'leaker' of bunker story executed, book says
Quarter Highlights: Net income and earnings per common unit of $15.9 million and $0.36, respectively;Adjusted Net Income(1) and Adjusted EBITDA(1 ... Dynagas LNG Partners LP Attention: Michael Gregos ...

Dynagas LNG Partners LP (DLNG-PA)
A late addition to the 40-man field after Michael Gligic withdrew to play a ... Koepka hit a 5-iron just left of the green and into a bunker on the 208-yard, par-3. He chipped out to about 10 ...

Chase Koepka wins Fuhrer Invitational on first playoff hole
The waters were mighty calm at the U.S. Open on Saturday afternoon, where the world’s best anglers could be found landing birdie after birdie on Torrey Pines' South Course. None more literally ...

U.S. Open 2021: Justin Thomas nearly falls backward into bunker, recovers to “reel in” chaotic par save like prize tuna
Police have spent an entire day dismantling a sprawling 1 million cannabis crop at a disused Army barracks in Northamptonshire. The huge cannabis factory was removed by police after being discovered ...

1 million cannabis factory found in disused Army bunker
53 to Salisbury’s Michael Lowry before wrestling for third place. Jones opened with a pin in 1:16 over Franklin’s Bryan Rodriguez before pinning Bunker Hill’s Brayden Guess in 3:05.

Dixon's Keagan Bolman third, Southwest's Ezekiel Jones fourth in state
A book says the then-US President Donald Trump told several of his advisers that whoever leaked information about his stay in the White House bunker in May 2020 had committed treason and should be ...

Trump said White House bunker stay info leaker should be 'executed', claims new book
Quarter Highlights: Net income and earnings per common unit of $15.9 million and $0.36, respectively;Adjusted Net Income(1) and Adjusted ... Partners LP Attention: Michael Gregos Tel.

This limited special edition includes the first two parts of Michael Bunker's bestselling Pennsylvania series. This edition was created for those few readers who wanted the Pennsylvania story in a print edition, but who didn't want to wait for the full collected novel of all five parts. If you can wait, the collected print edition should be out in the first half of 2014. Jedidiah Troyer just wants to start a farm and homestead on some affordable land in a new Amish community, but... what if the only good, cheap, available land was on another planet? So now Jed
has signed up for an emigration program that is intent on colonizing the distant planet of New Pennsylvania. He faces a despotic government agency at war with rebels, the caprices of interstellar travel, a shadowy futuristic insurgency on his new planet, and more mysteries than he can count as he tries to fulfill his dream of owning his own farm. Jedediah Troyer and his new friend Dawn arrive on New Pennsylvania - in the middle of a rebel uprising. TRACE, the resistance group that is rising up against Transport, takes on the mission of getting Jed from
the City to the Amish Zone. Space pioneering isn't as easy as it sounds when you're "plain." Things might work out for Jed... if he can ever get to his new home.
"Pennsylvania is a brilliant tale of extra-planetary colonization. With parallels to the European settlement of the America's, Michael Bunker draws on his Amish roots and lifestyle to portray that tenuous balance between mankind and its machines. He also knows better than most the difficulty of surviving on civilization's frontier. I daresay the wait for the next great Amish science fiction author may be finally at an end." HUGH HOWEY, NYT Bestselling Author of WOOL and Peace in Amber. "You'll quickly go from wondering 'Amish science fiction?' to
asking 'Why the heck didn't anyone think of this before?' Fast-paced, intricately plotted, and providing a novel perspective on our own world, Pennsylvania is a refreshingly original take on dystopian sci-fi." DAVID GATEWOOD ...Sensational! Brings me back to my youth when I was reading Heinlein and Asimov. The story is great. The premise excellent. Engaging and vivid, I compare it to Tunnel in the Sky, by Robert Heinlein. Bunker...you are on the road to being an author to be reckoned with... ...At first I thought an Amish Sci-Fi adventure sounded a
little strange, but after I started reading I couldn't put the book down.... ...Just finished reading this. Must.... have.... more.... ...What a great idea. Amish and Sci-Fi. As strange as it sounds, it works. Boy, does it work... ...The ending snuck up on me, but has since haunted me for days... ...Once again, he's written a book that features an excellent plot and development, containing unforgettable characters and events... ...hook, line, and sinker... ...Bunker is sensational. Excellent story telling. His books bring the characters to life and you end up wanting more...
... Jedidiah Troyer just wants to start a farm and homestead on some affordable land in a new Amish community, but... what if the only good, cheap, available land was on another planet? So now Jed has signed up for an emigration program that is intent on colonizing the distant planet of New Pennsylvania. He faces a despotic government agency at war with rebels, the caprices of interstellar travel, a shadowy futuristic insurgency on his new planet, and more mysteries than he can count as he tries to fulfill his dream of owning his own farm. Space
pioneering isn't as easy as it sounds when you're "plain." Things might work out for Jed... if he can ever get to his new home. Pennsylvania is a short story, 16,500 words (about forty five pages, ) and it is the first in the planned Pennsylvania series which is intended to be a five part collection that will eventually make up the Pennsylvania novel.
Describes how to live a self-sufficient, sustainable family life and not be dependent on modern industrial society and its emphasis on continuous consumption for survival.
Three years ago, the Legendarium, a metaphysical library at the nexus of the multiverse in which is stored every book ever written in the history of the world, was threatened with utter destruction, but two unlikely and unqualified heroes stood up to save it. Or... maybe they saved it on accident. In any case, they were given credit for saving it. Now, a new old enemy rises and threatens reality itself, and, as improbable as it sounds, only Bombo Dawson and Alistair Foley can stop it. Can these two frenemies manage to work together again to save the
Legendarium a second time? Or, will the world be cast into a dystopian nightmare from which it may never recover? Find out in... Legendarium: The Wrath of Bob.
Dr. Chris Alexander, a borderline sociopath and technological genius, has designed an advanced cybernetic life form from prototype decommissioned military drones and top-secret experimental DARPA technology. The HADroid was supposed to be a military grade robot with the transplanted heart and brain of a human donor that would "transform" into a devastating state of the art war machine when activated by its onboard human operator. But when the mad doctor steals the dying child of a simple Amish couple and transplants the brain and
cardiovascular system of their dying eleven year old autistic son into the incredibly lethal robot the dark forces of government come looking for their investment.
I can't believe I fell for it. It was still dark when I woke up this morning. As soon as my eyes opened I knew where I was. A low-ceilinged rectangular building made entirely of whitewashed concrete. There are six little rooms along the main corridor. There are no windows. No doors. The elevator is the only way in or out. What's he going to do to me? What am I going to do? People are really quite simple, and they have simple needs. Food, water, light, space, privacy. Maybe a small measure of dignity. A bit of freedom. What happens when someone
simply takes all that away?
NATIONAL BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE The searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight to survive. A father and his son walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes
they are wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which the father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation. A New York Times Notable Book One of the Best Books
of the Year The Boston Globe, The Christian Science Monitor, The Denver Post, The Kansas City Star, Los Angeles Times, New York, People, Rocky Mountain News, Time, The Village Voice, The Washington Post
After Maj. Robert J. Darling organizes President Bush’s trip to Florida on Sept. 10, 2001, he believes the next couple of days will be quiet. He has no idea that a war is about to begin. The next day, after terrorists crash airliners into the World Trade Center towers and the Pentagon, Maj. Darling rushes to the president’s underground chamber at the White House. There, he takes on the task of liaison between the vice president, national security advisor and the Pentagon. He works directly with the National Command Authority, and he’s in the room
when Vice President Cheney orders two fighter jets to get airborne in order to shoot down United Flight 93. Throughout the attacks, Maj. Darling witnesses the unprecedented actions that leaders are taking to defend America. As Vice President Cheney, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, and others make decisions at a lightning pace with little or no deliberation, he’s there to lend his support. Follow Darling’s story as he becomes a Marine Corps aviator and rises through the ranks to play an incredible role in responding to a crisis that changed the
world in 9-11-01: The White House: 24 Hours Inside the President’s Bunker.
Every time he leaves home, Michael finds his wife Sarah and their newborn slightly altered, a situation that may have originated with the presence of a sinister doula.
In Michael Bunker's Pennsylvania Omnibus, Jedidiah Troyer becomes the hero of TRACE's fight against the Transport Authority. But even before Jed's adventure begins, the Second War for Pennsylvanian Independence has raged for a generation. Originally published as separate stories, Tales of B-Company: The Complete Collection captures the struggle, tragedy, and heroism of a company of TRACE commandos as they wage war for the freedom of New Pennsylvania. In this collection, fans of Bunker's novel will discover cameos by some of his mostbeloved characters, as well as a new appreciation for the struggle of TRACE against Transport. "Gelassenheit" tells the origin story of a fan-favorite character in the B-Company tales, recalling the conflict established in The Pennsylvania Omnibus as an Amish family tries to maintain its cultural identity under a despotic Transport Authority. In "Gettysburg," the commandos of B-Company fight to secure much-needed okcillium-the miracle mineral and power source of Transport's dominion over its citizens-to even the odds in their rebellion against the
Authority. "Susquehanna" finds our heroes desperate to secure TRACE's vital food supply from the Amish Zone, and circumstances force them to make an uncomfortable alliance with The Wild Ones, the salvager-homesteaders of New Pennsylvania. And in "Columbia," an unsanctioned raid to free the captured QB, B-Company's beloved captain, becomes a race against time when Transport sets a ticking time-bomb to destroy the City. In Tales of B-Company, heroes fight and heroes fall. Loyalties are tested and friendships forged. And TRACE wages
bloody battle to win freedom for an entire planet. ________________________ "Chris has populated the now more tactile and detailed Pennsylvania world with unforgettable characters who live and breathe and leap from the page-characters for whom I began to care more deeply the more I read about them... what Chris has produced here ... is on par with or better than my original Pennsylvania story. And it should be read as an expression of Chris Pourteau's own original and fantastic art-a piece of literature in its own right. I think it's that good, and I bet
you will too. -Michael Bunker, author of The Pennsylvania Omnibus and Brother, Frankenstein "Pourteau handles Military SciFi with a deft literary gift for both the regular and the heroic that reminds the reader of Bernard Cornwell. Brilliant in scope, nuanced in execution. Read this and enjoy." -Nick Cole, author of The Wasteland Saga, Soda Pop Soldier, and Apocalypse Weird: The Red King "Chris Pourteau just gets better and better writing in this world. Crisp and engaging, his words bring you into the action and tension of the Pennsylvania universe
with immediacy and drama. The B -Company stories are great military tales, but are also stories of humanity and relationships torn in the midst of the ongoing conflict between the Transport Authority, TRACE and the rest of the population of New Pennsylvania." -AnneHope, Amazon reviewer (5-star review of Columbia: A Third Tale of Bestimmung Company)
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